
STILL IMAGE ANALYSIS

8 POINTS OF MISE-EN-SCENE

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2718492/
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Dominant Image
What is the first thing you see?
The first thing your eyes see is known 
as the dominant image, or the 
dominant.
The dominant stands out in the image 
because it is different from the other 
elements of the image.  

SIZE
FOCUS
LIGHT 
CONTRAST
COLOR 1.

The reason for its dominance varies, but 
usually it is due to an issue of contrast.
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Negative Space
Blank areas in a frame are ‘negative 
space’.
Negative space can create a feeling of 
emptiness, isolation, and loneliness
It can also help to bring out the 
contrast and draw our attention to the 
dominant.

See What is Negative Space in Movies 2
. 

Ida, 2013 
Negative space guides the viewer's eye to the 
spatial relationships between other elements in the 
image. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfCYfqEwU1M
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2718492/
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Subsidiary Contrasts
● Where do your eyes stop after you have 

seen the dominant? Why do your eyes stop 
here?

This is referred to as the subsidiary 
contrasts.
There is something visually different and 
interesting about the second thing you notice  
It will be highlighted in some significant way - 
through color, light, shadow, size, position, 
or proximity 3

. 

Citizen Kane (1941) Orson Welles
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Shot Type (framing)

How far away is the camera from the action?
The shot-type gives us a lot of information 
about the subjects and characters. 
You should be able to identify and explain the 
effects of camera shots. 

See Examples of Film Shots

 

4. 

Medium Shot
Close up
Extreme Close up
Long shot (Full shot)
Establishing shot
Over the shoulder shot
Two shot

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=4316BUEVYkE
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Camera Angle 
What is the angle at which the camera has shot 
the subject?
● Is the camera tilted up or down?
● Is the camera neutral  (eye level)? Or has 

the camera been tilted off the horizontal 
axis?

● What are the effects of these choices?

. 
High angle
Low angle
Dutch angle
Eye level
Birds eye view
Worm’s eye view

5. 
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Colour Values
What do you notice about the use of color in the 
image?

● Is there a dominant color?
● Is there color symbolism present in the image?

What is the overall tone of the image?
● Bright and bold?  Soft and subdued?
● Have the colors been bleached out or faded?

Remember,  color symbolism is culturally relative.  
For example,  in Western countries the color 
white often carries a connotation of innocence 
and purity.  In Asian countries, it means death.

See 5 Common Color Schemes in Film

Mad Max: Fury Road (2015) Dir. George Miller

The Revenant: Dir. Alejandro González Iñárritu

6. 

https://www.cinema5d.com/film-color-schemes-cinematic-color-design/
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Composition
How is the image organized? 

Think about the Rule of 
Thirds

Also see:  The Rule of Thirds 
in 5 minutes

 7. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=HMjvvltQpmw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=HMjvvltQpmw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ZVyNjKSr0M
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Lighting Key
Is the lighting High key? Low key? High 
contrast? A combination of these?

1.High key lighting–features bright light and very 
little shadows. (musicals and comedies)

2.Low key lighting–features diffused shadows and 
atmospheric pools of light. This lighting key is often 
used in mysteries and thrillers.

3.High contrast lighting–features harsh contrasting 
light and dramatic darkness. (tragedies and 
melodramas)

See: Basic Cinematography Lighting Techniques

Rear Window (1954) Hitchcock

https://www.adorama.com/alc/basic-cinematography-lighting-techniques

